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Abstract

We present a denotational model for mobile� timed� unbounded nondeterministic data�ow
networks whose components communicate in a pointtopoint fashion
 We �rst introduce a
model for static� pointtopoint data�ow networks
 In this model components and networks
of components are represented by sets of strongly pulsedriven stream processing functions

A stream processing function is strongly pulsedriven if its output until time j � � is
completely determined by its input until time j
 This model is then extended to support
mobility by allowing the components to communicate ports
 In the mobile case� the
functions are not only required to be strongly pulsedriven� but also to be generic in the
sense that they do not read or write on channels whose ports they have not received or
generated themselves
 The model is shown to be fully abstract
 We demonstrate the power
and applicability of our model by specifying a mobile communication central
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Chapter �

Introduction

Mobile systems are systems in which every component may change its communication part
ners on the basis of computation and interaction
 In the last few years the formal modeling
of mobile systems has received considerable interest
 Examples of models expressing mobil
ity are the Actor Model �HBS��� AMST���� the ��Calculus �EN��� MPW��a� MPW��b��
the Chemical Abstract Machine �BB���� the Rewriting Logic �Mes���� the Higher Order
CCS �Tho��� and the Concurrent Constraint Programming Languages �SRP���


Most approaches published so far are operational
 For example� with the exception of
�SRP���� all the approaches mentioned above are of a very operational nature
 In this paper
we give a denotational model for timed� unbounded nondeterministic� mobile data�ow
networks whose components communicate in a pointtopoint fashion
 Our model can be
seen as an extension of the model for static deterministic data�ow networks proposed by
Kahn �Kah���� and the models for static nondeterministic data�ow networks proposed by
Park �Par���� Kok �Kok��� and Broy �Bro���


In our model� a complete communication history for a channel is represented by an in�nite
stream of �nite streams of messages
 A complete communication history for a set of
channels is represented by a named communication history
 In the style of �BD���� a named
communication history is a function mapping channel names to complete communication
histories
 We represent components by sets of stream processing functions mapping named
communication histories for the input channels to named communication histories for the
output channels


These functions are required to satisfy two properties
 First of all� they have to be strongly
pulsedriven in the sense that the input until time j completely determines the output
until time j � �
 Due to this constraint� any network of deterministic components has a
unique �xed point with respect to a complete communication history for its external input
channels
 Secondly� since mobility is achieved by allowing the functions to communicate
ports� we have to make sure that the functions do not write or read on channels whose
ports they do not know or have not created themselves
 More explicitly� the functions are
only allowed to read and write on channels dynamically generated on the basis of their
initial wiring
 A function which is wellbehaved in this sense is said to be generic


Our model is compositional with respect to the operator for network composition
 We
also prove that our model is fully abstract with respect to a notion of observation


�



As we see it� the contribution of this paper is twofold
 Firstly� we provide a denota
tional understanding of mobility
 This in contrast to the very operational nature of most
other models
 Secondly� pointtopoint communication is imposed semantically
 Thus�
contrary to for example �SRP���� we do not need additional syntactic constraints to avoid
inconsistencies


Although we could have formulated our semantics in a cpo context� we decided to base it on
the topological tradition of metric spaces �Niv��� dBZ��� AdBKR���
 Firstly� we wanted
to understand the exact relationship between our approach and those based on metric
spaces
 Secondly� the use of metric spaces seems more natural since our approach is based
on in�nite streams� and since our pulsedrivenness constraints � strong and weak pulse
drivenness � correspond straightforwardly to contractiveness and nonexpansiveness


The rest of the paper is split into six chapters
 Chapter � introduces our basic formalism
and brie�y shows how it can be used to model static pointtopoint data�ow networks

Then� in Chapter � we extend our static model to deal with mobility
 An example is given
in Chapter �� and in Chapter � we de�ne a notion of observation and prove full abstractness
with respect to this notion
 Chapter � relates our approach to other approaches known
from the literature
 Finally� there is an appendix reviewing some basic stu� on metric
spaces and streams


�



Chapter �

Static Data�ow Networks

The objective of this chapter is twofold
 First of all� we want to introduce our underlying
formalism
 Secondly� to strengthen the reader�s intuition� we want to use this formalism to
model static pointtopoint data�ow networks
 For the basic de�nitions of metric spaces�
streams and named stream tuples we refer to the appendix


��� Communication Histories

A data�ow network is a network of components which exchange messages asynchronously
via directed channels
 We model the communication histories of directed channels by
in�nite streams of �nite streams of messages
 Each �nite stream represents the commu
nication history within a least unit of time
 The �rst �nite stream contains the messages
received within the �rst time unit� the second the messages received within the second
time unit� and so on �see Figure �
��
 Since time never halts� any such stream of �nite
streams representing a complete communication history must contain in�nitely many �nite
sequences


......
m1 m2

... mk

time unit j

1 j

Figure �
�	 Communication History

Let D be the set of all messages
 This means that �D�� is the set of all complete com
munication histories� and �D��� is the set of all partial communication histories
 In this
paper all channels are untyped� i
e
 they can be used to communicate any action in D
 It
is of course straightforward to generalize our model to deal with typed channels


A named communication history � � N � �D�� is a named stream tuple mapping channel
names to complete communication histories
 Intuitively� � assigns a complete communica
tion history to each channel named by the names in N 
 Thus if N names the set of input

�



channels of some component� then � gives a complete communication history for its input
channels


��� Operations on Named Communication Histories

In this section we de�ne two nonexpansive operators on named communication histories�
namely summation and projection� The summation operator constructs the union of two
named communication histories with disjoint domains
 The projection operator projects
a named communication history on a given set of channel names


Denition � �Summation� For any I� J such that I � J � �� we de�ne

� � �I � �D���� �J � �D��� � ��I � J� � �D���

as follows�

�� � ���i� �

�
��i� if i � I�
��i� if i � J�

�

Theorem � The summation operator is is non�expansive�

Proof� Given ��� �� � I � �D�� and ��� �� � J � �D�� with I � J � �
 Then	

d��� � ��� �� � ��� � inf f��j j ���j � ���j 	 ���j � ���jg 
 maxfd���� ���� d���� ���g�
�

Denition � �Projection� We de�ne

j � �I � �D����O � ��I �O� � �D���

as follows�

��jO��i� � ��i� if i � �I �O��
�

Theorem � The projection operator is non�expansive in its �rst argument�

Proof� Given �� � � I � �D�� and some set of channel names J 
 Then	

d��jJ � �jJ� � inf f��j j ��jJ��j � ��jJ��jg 
 inf f��j j ��j � ��jg� �

��� Static Components

We model components by sets of stream processing functions
 A deterministic component�
whose input and output channels are named by respectively I and O� is modeled by a
stream processing function

f � �I � �D��� � �O � �D���

mapping named communication histories for its input channels to named communication
histories for its output channels
 Note that if no message is communicated along an input

�



channel within a time unit then the empty stream occurs in the communication history for
that channel informing the function that time has progressed
 The lack of this information
causes the famous fair merge anomaly �Kel���


A stream processing function is said to be weakly pulse�driven if its input until time j
completely determines its output until time j
 It is said to be strongly pulse�driven if its
input until time j completely determines its output until time j � �
 Formally	

Denition � �Pulse�driven functions� A function f � �I � �D��� � �O � �D��� is

weakly pulsedriven if

��� �� j 	 ��j � ��j � f����j � f����j �
and strongly pulsedriven if

��� �� j 	 ��j � ��j � f����j�� � f����j���
�

We use the arrow � to distinguish strongly pulsedriven functions from functions that
are not strongly pulsedriven


A weakly pulsedriven function is nonexpansive and a strongly pulsedriven function
is contractive with respect to the metric on streams
 As a consequence� strong pulse
drivenness not only replaces the usual monotonicity and continuity constraints of domain
theory but also guarantees unique �xed points of feedback loops


Theorem � A stream processing function is strongly pulse�driven i� it is contractive with
respect to the metric of streams� A stream processing function is weakly pulse�driven i� it

is non�expansive with respect to the metric of streams�

Proof�

��� � Suppose that d�x� y� � ��k and that f is strongly pulsedriven
 Then by de�nition	

d�f�x�� f�y�� � inff��m j f�x��m � f�y��mg 
 ���k��� � �����  d�x� y��

��� � Suppose that d�f�x�� f�y�� � ��l and that f is contractive i
e


�c 	 � 	 �x� y 	 d�f�x�� f�y�� 
 c  d�x� y�


Then �k�l 
 c 	 � � ��
 This implies that k� l 
 �� i
e
 that l � k��
 As a consequence

x�k � y�k � f�x��k�� � f�y��k��


In other words� f is strongly pulse driven
 The second equivalence is proven accordingly

�

Denition � �Static components� A static component whose input and output chan�

nels are named by I and O� respectively� is modeled by a nonempty set of stream processing

functions

F � �I � �D��� � �O � �D����

that is closed in the sense that for any strongly pulse�driven function f of the same sig�

�



nature

��� � �I � �D��� 	 �f � � F 	 f��� � f ����� � f � F�
�

The above de�nition is very powerful
 It not only makes our model fully abstract �see
Chapter ��� but it also allows us to handle unbounded nondeterminism


��� Point�to�Point Composition

We now introduce an operator � which allows components to be composed into networks
of components � networks� which when observed from the outside� themselves behave as
components


Denition 	 �Point�to�point composition� Given two static components�

F� � �I� � �D��� � �O� � �D���� F� � �I� � �D��� � �O� � �D����

where I� �O� � I� �O� � I� � I� � O� �O� � �� Let

I � �I� nO�� � �I� n O��� O � �O� n I�� � �O� n I���
we de�ne

F� � F� � �I � �D��� � �O � �D����

F� � F� � ff � �I � �D��� � �O � �D��� j �� 	 �f� � F�� f� � F� 	

f��� � �� � 
� jO where � � f���� � 
� jI��� 
 � f���� � �� jI��g
�

I O θ

\

F1 F2

I O1 2

O I

ϕ ψ

\ \

I ∩ O I ∩

2 1

O1221

1 2\ I1O2

Figure �
�	 PointtoPoint communication

Note the close correlation between this de�nition and Figure �
�
 Any input channel of F�

which is also an output channel of F�� and any input channel of F� which is also an input

�



channel of F� are connected and hidden
 Any channel that cannot be connected in this
way remains external
 We refer to the resulting network as the point�to�point composition
of F� and F�


Theorem � F� � F� �� ��
Proof� Since F� and F� are static components we may �nd functions f�� f� such that
f� � F� and f� � F�
 The function	

g����
�� �� � �f���� � 
� jI��� f���� � �� jI���
where � � �O� � �D��� and 
 � �O� � �D��� is strongly pulsedriven as the composition
of strongly pulsedriven and weakly pulsedriven functions�
 By Theorem �� �in the ap
pendix� so is �g
 Moreover� by nonexpansiveness of Cartesian projection� sum and stream
tuple projection� f de�ned by	

f��� � �� � 
� jO where ���
� � ��g����

is also strongly pulsedriven
 Since for any predicate P 	

�f� � F�� f� � F� 	 �� 	 P � �� 	 �f� � F�� f� � F� 	 P�

we obtain F� � F� �� �
 �

Theorem 	 F� � F� is a static component�

Proof� By Theorem � it is enough to prove that F� � F� is closed
 Suppose f � �I �
�D��� � �O � �D��� and

�� 	 �f � � F� � F� 	 f��� � f �����

Then for a given � there is an f � � F� � F� an f� � F� and an f� � F� such that	

f ���� � �� � 
� jO where � � f���� � 
� jI��� 
 � f���� � �� jI���
Hence� for every � there are functions f� � F� and f� � F� such that	

f��� � �� � 
� jO where � � f���� � 
� jI��� 
 � f���� � �� jI���
In other words f � F� � F�
 �

�Tupling and projection are non�expansive in the �nitary product metric space� See for example �Eng����

�



Chapter �

Mobile Data�ow Networks

The denotational model presented so far is a model for static data�ow networks in the
tradition of �Par���� �Kok���� �Bro���
 The main drawback of this model is that it does not
allow the components to change their communication partners on the basis of computation
and interaction
 In this chapter we extend our model to deal with mobility


��� Communication Histories

As before� we use named communication histories to represent the communication histories
of sets of channels
 However� these named communication histories are extended in two
ways to support mobility


Firstly� the set of messages is extended with ports� A port is a channel name together
with an access right� which is either a read right �represented by �� or a write right
�represented by  �
 Hence� if M is a set of channel names� then �M � f�m j m � Mg is
the corresponding set of read ports� and  M � f m j m � Mg is the corresponding set of
write ports
 When no ambiguity occurs� we use �M�� as a shorthand for ��D��M �  M���

This is justi�ed by the convention that D is �xed


Secondly� to allow a stream processing function to access a channel� whose port it has
received or sent� we extend the domain of each named communication history to N � the
set of all channel names
 Although this means that any named communication history has
the set of all channel names as its domain� stream processing functions are nevertheless
only allowed to access the ports they have received or created themselves
 As explained
in Chapter �
�� this is ensured by requiring stream processing functions to be generic


In the presence of ports� the behavior of a stream processing function� with input history
� and output history �� can be described� with respect to Figure �
�� as follows


�
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Figure �
�	 Mobile Stream Processing Function

Initially� each mobile function reads from a designated set of input channels I and writes
on a designated set of output channels O
 These two sets name the static channels or the
initial wiring
 To make sure that the channels created by the di�erent components in a
network are given di�erent names� each mobile function is assigned a set of private names

P 
 Obviously� this set should be disjoint from the static interface
 Thus we require that
�I �O� � P � �

At any point of time n the sets of accessible input and output channels are characterized
by respectively domI�O��� ���n� and rngI�O��� ���n�
 These sets are formally de�ned in
Chapter �
�


During the computation� the sizes of these sets gradually grow
 For example� if the function
receives a read port �i then it may read from the channel i� and if it receives a write port
 o then it may write on the channel o
 Similarly� whenever the function sends an output
port  j� whose channel j � P it has created itself� it may later on read what is sent along
j� or whenever it sends an input port �p� whose channel p � P it has created itself� it may
itself send messages along p which eventually are read by the component which receives
the input port


Based on the discussion above� it should be clear that in the case of mobility� we need
named communication histories of the following signature	

� � N � �M���

where M � N 


�



��� Operations on Named Communication Histories

The new de�nition of named communication histories requires that the summation and
projection operators are rede�ned
 In the static case� the sum ��
 was de�ned for � and

 with disjoint domains
 In the mobile case we need a weaker condition� because all named
communication histories have the same domain N 
 Let act��� � fi j ��i� �� ��g be the set
of active channels in �� i
e
 the set of channel names whose corresponding communication
histories contain at least one message
 The sum � � 
 is then de�ned if act��� is disjoint
from act�
�


Denition 
 �Partial Sum� Given two named communication histories � � �N �
�M��� and 
 � �N � �P ��� such that act��� � act�
� � �� We de�ne their partial sum
� � 
 to denote the element of N � ��M � P ��� such that for all i � N �

�� � 
��i� �

�
��i� if i � act����

�i� if i �� act����

�

Although analogous to the summation operator de�ned in Section �
�� partial summation
has no syntactic conditions assuring its wellde�nedness
 We therefore de�ne a total
version ��� 

 This simpli�es the use of the Banach�s �xed point theorem
 Totalisation
is achieved by de�ning ���� 
��i� to consist of only ��s from the �rst moment n in which
both ��n and 
�n are active on i� i
e
 di�erent from �n


Denition � �Total sum� Given two named communication histories � � �N � �M���
and 
 � �N � �P ���� We de�ne their total sum ��� 
 to denote the element of N �
��M � P ��� such that for all i � N �

���� 
��i��n� �

���
��


�i��n� if ��i��n � �n�
��i��n� if ��i��n �� �n 	 
�i��n � �n�
� if ��i��n �� �n 	 
�i��n �� �n�

�

Note that ���
 has a hiding e�ect if act����act�
� �� �� and that ���
 is equal to ��
�
otherwise


Theorem 
 The total summation operator is weakly pulse�driven�

Proof� Suppose that ��� �� � N � �M�� and that 
�� 
� � N � �P �� such that
maxfd���� ���� d�
�� 
��g � ��n� i
e
 such that ���n � ���n and 
��n � 
��n
 Since the
de�nition of �� � 
��n depends only on ��n and 
�n� it follows that d��� �
�� �� �
�� 

��n
 �

In the static case� the sets of input and output channels of a component were constant
 This
was also re�ected by the projection operator� which did a constant projection over time

In the mobile case� however� the sets of known input and output channels domI�O��� ���n�
and rngI�O��� ���n�� respectively� may di�er with n
 Since the unknown channels should be
hidden� we employ a projection operator which for each n selects only the known channels

This is easily achieved by replacing the second argument by a stream of sets of channel
identi�ers
 The static case is recovered by taking a constant set of channels for each n


��



Denition � �Projection� For any named communication history � � �N � �M���� its
projection � jO on O � �P�N�� denotes the element of N � �M�� such that for all i� k�

� jO �i��k� �

�
��i��k� if i � O�k��
� otherwise�

�

Theorem � The projection operator is weakly pulse�driven�

Proof� Suppose that ��� �� � �N � �M���� that O�� O� � �P�N�� and that
maxfd���� ���� d�O�� O���g � ��n� i
e
 that ���n � ���n and O��n � O��n
 Since �� jO��n
depends only on ��n and O�n it follows that d��� jO�

� �� jO�
� 
 ��n
 �

��� Mobile Components

Also in the case of mobile data�ow networks we model components by sets of stream
processing functions
 However� before we can give a formal characterization of these sets�
we have to be more explicit with respect to what sort of networks we actually want to
model


Firstly� as in the static case� we want to model pointtopoint communication
 As a
consequence� any network of components maintains the following invariant	 each channel
can be accessed by at most two components � the reader and the writer


Secondly� the components can create channels and forward their ports
 Each component
has a set of private channel names P 
 Any channel created by a component is assigned a
new name p from this set P 
 Any other component can only gain access to p by receiving
either �p or  p along one of its input channels


Thirdly� to ensure that the same channel is not accessed by more than two components� a
port is sent by its creator along only one channel� Otherwise� it may happen that the same
port is received and used by two di�erent components
 To simplify things� we assume the
same port is never sent more than once� In addition� the creator is not allowed to send
both ports of a channel
 Thus for instance if it sends the write port of a channel then it
is not allowed to send the read port for the same channel


In a network where all components have disjoint sets of private names� and where all
components behave in accordance with the communication constraints imposed above� we
may restrict ourselves to named communication histories in which the same port occurs
not more than once and where two di�erent ports are assigned di�erent channel names

We say that a named communication history is port�unique if it has these two properties

Moreover� we use the arrow

u� to distinguish named communication histories that are
portunique from other named communication histories


Port uniqueness is preserved by projection� and also by summation as long as the named
communication histories have disjoint sets of ports


Theorem � If � � N
u� �P �� we also have that � jO � N

u� �P ��� Moreover� if � �
N

u� �P �
� �� 
 � N

u� �P �
� � and P� � P� � �� we also have that ��� 
 � N

u� ��P� � P��
���

Proof� Trivial
 �

��



Note that a received port can be forwarded without violating privacy as long as it is
not read or written by the component forwarding it
 Nevertheless� to keep it simple�
we do not allow received ports to be forwarded
 This constraint does not reduce the
number of networks that can be expressed� because whenever the forwarding component
receives a port �i� it can always forward a copy �p by generating a new channel p and
then transmitting anything received on i along p
 We also restrict components from
communicating the ports used for their initial wiring


It follows from these constraints that any port sent by a component has to belong to a
channel created by the component


For simplicity� we split the set of names N into two disjoint sets � a set of static channel
names S� which can only be used for the initial wiring� and a set of dynamic channel
names A� which can only be assigned channels created during the computation


Based on the discussion above� when modeling a component with private names P � we
only have to consider stream processing functions of the following signature	

�N
u� �P

�
�� � �N

u� �P ����

where P � A and P � A n P 


So far we have �xed the syntactic signature of our stream processing functions
 The
next step is to characterize their semantic properties
 As in the static case� any stream
processing function is required to be strongly pulsedriven
 However� contrary to earlier�
it is also required to have a second property � as already mentioned� it is required to be
generic in the sense that it only accesses a channel via a port it has already received or
created itself


Before giving a formal de�nition of what it means for a stream processing function to
be generic� we have to de�ne the two sets domI�O��� ���n� and rngI�O��� ���n�� mentioned
earlier� characterizing respectively the sets of accessible input and output channels at
time n with respect to the input�output histories ��� and the initial wiring I�O
 In the
de�nition below the operator � is overloaded to test for containment in a list


Denition � �Domain and range� Given I�O� � and �� we de�ne�

D� � I�
R� � O�

Dn�� � Dn � S
i�Dn

fp j�p � ��i��n�g � S
i�Rn

fp j p � ��i��n�g�
Rn�� � Rn � S

i�Dn
fp j p � ��i��n�g � S

i�Rn
fp j�p � ��i��n�g�

The de�nitions of domI�O��� �� and rngI�O��� �� follow immediately�

domI�O��� ���n� � Dn� rngI�O��� ���n� � Rn�
�

Theorem � The functions domI�O and rngI�O are strongly pulse�driven�

Proof� Suppose that ��� �� � N � �M�� and that ��� �� � N � �Q�� such that
maxfd���� ���� d���� ���g � ��n� i
e
 that ���n � ���n and ���n � ���n
 Since the de�ni
tions of domI�O��� ���n�� and rngI�O��� ���n�� depend only on ��n and 
�n� it follows that
d�domI�O���� ���� domI�O���� ���� 
 ���n��� and d�rngI�O���� ���� rngI�O���� ���� 
 ���n���


�

��



Theorem �� The functions domI�O and rngI�O have the following properties�

domI�O��� �� � domI�O�� jdomI�O������ �� � domI�O��� � jrngI�O�������
rngI�O��� �� � rngI�O�� jdomI�O������ �� � rngI�O��� � jrngI�O�������

Proof� The proof is based on the inductive de�nition of domI�O and rngI�O


Induction hypothesis�

domI�O��� ���n� � domI�O�� jdomI�O������ ���n� � domI�O��� � jrngI�O�������n��

rngI�O��� ���n� � rngI�O�� jdomI�O������ ���n� � rngI�O��� � jrngI�O�������n��

To simplify the notation we write	

Dn � domI�O��� ���n�� Rn � rngI�O��� ���n��
D�

n � domI�O�� jdomI�O������ ���n�� R�
n � rngI�O�� jdomI�O������ ���n��

D��
n � domI�O��� � jrngI�O�������n�� R��

n � rngI�O��� � jrngI�O�������n��

Base case� D� � D�
� � D��

� � I and R� � R�
� � R��

� � O


Induction Step� By induction hypothesis Dn � D�
n � D��

n and Rn � R�
n � R��

n
 By de�nition
of domI�O and rngI�O	

Dn�� � Dn � S
i�Dn

fp j�p � ��i��n�g � S
i�Rn

fp j p � ��i��n�g�
D�

n�� � D�
n � S

i�D�n
fp j�p � � jdomI�O����� �i��n�g � S

i�R�n
fp j p � ��i��n�g�

D��
n�� � D��

n � S
i�R��n

fp j p � � jrngI�O����� �i��n�g � S
i�D��n

fp j�p � ��i��n�g�
Rn�� � Rn � S

i�Dn
fp j p � ��i��n�g � S

i�Rn
fp j�p � ��i��n�g�

R�
n�� � R�

n � S
i�D�n

fp j p � � jdomI�O����� �i��n�g � S
i�R�n

fp j�p � ��i��n�g�
R��
n�� � R��

n � S
i�R��n

fp j�p � � jrngI�O����� �i��n�g � S
i�D��n

fp j p � ��i��n�g�
By de�nition of projection	

� jdomI�O����� �i��n� � ��i��n� if i � domI�O��� ���n� � Dn � D�
n � D��

n�
� jrngI�O����� �i��n� � ��i��n� if i � rngI�O��� ���n� � Rn � R�

n � R��
n�

So Dn�� � D�
n�� � D��

n�� and Rn�� � R�
n�� � R��

n��
 �

Now we are ready to formally state what it means for stream processing functions to be
generic


Denition �� �Generic functions� A function f � �N
u� �P

�
�� � �N

u� �P ��� is said

to be generic with respect to the initial wiring �I�O� i��

�� 	 f��� � f�� jdomI�O���f����� � f��� jrngI�O���f���� �
�

We use the arrow
I�O
� to distinguish stream processing functions that are strongly pulse

driven and in addition generic with respect to the initial wiring �I�O� from other functions


Denition �� �Mobile components� A mobile component� whose initial wiring is char�
acterized by �I�O� and private names are characterized by P � is modeled by a nonempty

set of stream processing functions

F � �N � �P
�
��

I�O
� �N � �P ���

that is closed in the sense that for any strongly pulse�driven function f of the same sig�

��



nature

��� � �N � �P
�
�� 	 �f � � F 	 f��� � f ����� � f � F�

�

��� Point�to�Point Composition

We now rede�ne the composition operator � for mobile components


Denition �� �Point�to�point composition� Given two mobile components�

F� � �N
u� �P�

�
��

I��O�
� �N

u� �P �
� ��� F� � �N

u� �P�
�
��

I��O�
� �N

u� �P �
� ���

where I� �O� � I� �O� � I� � I� � O� �O� � P� � P� � �� Let

I � �I� nO�� � �I� n O��� O � �O� n I�� � �O� n I��� P � P� � P��

we de�ne

F� � F� � �N
u� �P

�
��

I�O
� �N

u� �P ���

F� � F� � ff � �N
u� �P

�
��

I�O
� �N

u� �P ��� j �� 	 �f� � F�� f� � F� 	

f��� � ���� 
� jrngI�O������ �� where

� � f���� 
�� 
 � f���� ���  � � jdomI�O������ ��g
�

Theorem �� F� � F� �� ��
Proof� Since F� and F� are mobile components we may �nd functions f�� f� such that
f� � F� and f� � F�
 Based on these functions we construct a function f which is strongly
pulsedriven� generic and satis�es the recursive de�nition above


Let

g � ��N
u� �P �

� ��� �N
u� �P �

� ���� �N
u� �P

�
�� � �N

u� �P �
� ��� �N

u� �P �
� ��

be de�ned as follows	

g����
�� �� � �f���� 
�� f���� ��� where  � � jdomI�O������ �� �

Lemma � g is well de�ned�

Proof� Since � � �N
u� �P

�
�� it follows by Theorem � that  � �N

u� �P
�
��
 Since


 � �N
u� �P�

��� and P� � P � �� and since � � �N
u� �P�

��� and P� � P � �� it follows
by Theorem � that �� 
 � �N

u� ��P� � P ���� and that �� � � �N
u� ��P� � P ����
 Since

P� � P � P � and P� � P � P �� we have that

�� 
 � �N
u� �P�

�
��� �� � � �N

u� �P�
�
���

As a consequence f���� 
� � �N
u� �P �

� �� and f���� �� � �N
u� �P �

� ��
 �

��



Theorem �� �in the appendix� and the way g is de�ned in terms of strongly and weakly
pulsedriven functions imply that g is strongly pulsedriven
 Thus � g is wellde�ned� in
which case Theorem �� �in the appendix� implies that � g is strongly pulsedriven
 Let

f � �N
u� �P ��� � �N

u� �P ���

be de�ned as follows	

f��� � ���� 
� jrngI�O������ �� where ���
� � �� g�����

Lemma � f is well de�ned�

Proof� It is enough to show that ��� 
 � N
u� �P ��
 This follows straightforwardly by

the signature of g and Theorem � since P� � P� � �
 �

Theorem �� and the way f is de�ned in terms of strongly and weakly pulsedriven functions
imply that f is strongly pulsedriven


That f is generic is a consequence of the next two lemmas


Lemma � f��� � f�� jdomI�O���f������
Proof� First� note that f��� � f�� jdomI�O������ ��� because

rngI�O��� ��� 
� � rngI�O�� jdomI�O������ ��� ��� 
� fby Theorem ��g
 � � jdomI�O������ �� � � jdomI�O������ ��jdomI�O������ �� fby idempotence of projection
g

Now

f�� jdomI�O���f����� �
f�� jdomI�O������� ��jrngI�O������ ���� � fby de�nition of fg
f�� jdomI�O������ ��� � fby Theorem ��g
f��� fby above remarkg

�

Lemma � f��� � f��� jrngI�O���f�����
Proof�

f��� jrngI�O���f���� �

���� 
� jrngI�O������ ��jrngI�O������� ��jrngI�O ������ ��� � fby de�nition of fg
���� 
� jrngI�O������ ��jrngI�O������ �� � fby Theorem ��g
���� 
� jrngI�O������ �� � fby idempotence of projectiong
f��� fby de�nition of fg

�

Finally� since �f�� f� 	 �� 	 P implies �� 	 �f�� f� 	 P it follows that f � F� � F�
 �

Theorem �� F� � F� is a mobile component�

��



Proof� That F� � F� �� � follows from Theorem ��
 To see that F� � F� is closed� let

f � �N
u� �P

�
��

I�O
� �N � �P ���� and assume that

�� 	 �f � � F� � F� 	 f��� � f �����

The de�nition of � implies that for any � there are f� � F�� f� � F� such that	

f��� � ���� 
� jrngI�O������ �� where

� � f���� 
�� 
 � f���� ���  � � jdomI�O������ ��

By the de�nition of �� it follows that f � F� � F�
 �

The de�nition of � depends on the total operator for summation
 This operator is a bit
strange since it results in hiding if its arguments are active on the same channels
 Our
composition operator �� on the other hand� should only hide the feedback channels
 This
means that all messages sent or received by the components along the external channels
should be visible also after the composition
 As a consequence� in the de�nition of � it
should be possible to replace the total operator for summation by the partial one


Theorem �� The operator �� can be replaced by � in the de�nition of ��
Proof� Given that

� � f���� 
�� 
 � f���� ���  � � jdomI�O������ �� �

It is enough to show that

act��� � act�
� � act��� � act�� � act�
� � act�� � ��
Since the genericity of f� and f� imply

� � � jrngI��O� ���� ����� 
 � 
 jrngI��O� ���� �����

this is equivalent to showing that for all n � N� the sets

rngI��O�
��� 
����n�� rngI��O�

��� ��
��n�� domI�O��� ��� 
��n�

are mutually disjoint
 The proof is by induction on n
 Let

Dn
� � domI��O�

��� 
����n�� Rn
� � rngI��O�

��� 
����n��
Dn

� � domI��O�
��� ��
��n�� Rn

� � rngI��O�
��� ��
��n��

Dn � domI�O��� ��� 
��n�� Rn � rngI�O��� ��� 
��n��

Induction hypotheses�

Rn
� �Rn

� � �� Dn
� �Dn

� � ��
Rn

� �Dn � �� Dn
� �Rn � ��

Rn
� �Dn � �� Dn

� �Rn � ��
Base case� by de�nition of dom and rng

D�
� � I�� D�

� � I�� D� � I�
R�

� � O�� R�
� � O�� R� � O� so

R�
� � R�

� � R�
� � D� � R�

� � D� � ��
D�

� � D�
� � D�

� � R� � D�
� � R� � ��

Induction step� by de�nition of dom and rng

��



Rn��
� � Rn

� � S
i�Dn

�
fp j p � ��� 
��i��n�g � S

i�Rn�
fp j�p � ��i��n�g

Dn��
� � Dn

� � S
i�Dn

�
fp j�p � ��� 
��i��n�g � S

i�Rn�
fp j p � ��i��n�g

Rn��
� � Rn

� � S
i�Dn

�
fp j p � ��� ���i��n�g � S

i�Rn�
fp j�p � 
�i��n�g

Dn��
� � Dn

� � S
i�Dn

�
fp j�p � ��� ���i��n�g � S

i�Rn�
fp j p � 
�i��n�g

Rn�� � Rn � S
i�Dnfp j p � ��i��n�g � S

i�Rnfp j�p � ���� 
��i��n�g
Dn�� � Dn � S

i�Dnfp j�p � ��i��n�g � S
i�Rnfp j p � ���� 
��i��n�g�

We show that Rn��
� � Rn��

� � �
 The justi�cation of a proof step is given in curly brack
ets	 pU���
� means !by port uniqueness" of � and 
� dJ���
� � means !by mutually
disjointness" of ��
 and � and iH means !by induction hypothesis"
 If two cases are
symmetric only one is presented


Rn
� � Rn

� � � fiHg
Rn

� �
S
i�Dn

�
fp j p � ��� ���i��n�g � � fpU ��� �� dJ�P� � P�� P �g

Rn
� �

S
i�Rn�

fp j�p � 
�i��n�g � � fpU�
�� dJ�P�� P�� P �gS
i�Dn

�
fp j p � ��� 
��i��n�g � Si�Dn

�
fp j p � ��� ���i��n�g � �

fdJ�P�� P�� P �� pU��� iHgS
i�Dn

�
fp j p � ��� 
��i��n�g � Si�Rn�

fp j�p � 
�i��n�g � � fpU�
�� dJ�P�� P �gS
i�Rn�

fp j�p � ����i��n�g � Si�Rn�
fp j�p � 
�i��n�g � � fdJ�P�� P��g

We show that Rn��
� � Dn�� � �
 The proof that Rn��

� � Dn�� � � is symmetric and
therefore left out


Rn
� � Dn � � fiHg

Rn
� �

S
i�Dnfp j�p � ��i��n�g � � fpU���� dJ�P�� P�� P �g

Rn
� �

S
i�Rnfp j p � ���� 
��i��n�g � � fpU���
�� dJ�P� � P�� P �gS

i�Dn
�
fp j p � ��� 
��i��n�g � Dn � � fpU�
� ��� dJ�P�� P�� P �gS

i�Dn
�
fp j p � ��� 
��i��n�g � Si�Dnfp j�p � ��i��n�g � � fpU���� dJ�P�� P �gS

i�Dn
�
fp j p � ��� 
��i��n�g � Si�Rnfp j p � ���� 
��i��n�g � �

fdJ�P�� P�� P �� pU�
�� iHgS
i�Rn�

fp j�p � ����i��n�g � Dn � � fpU���� dJ�P�� P�� P �gS
i�Rn�

fp j�p � ����i��n�g � Si�Dnfp j�p � ��i��n�g � � fdJ�P�� P gS
i�Rn�

fp j�p � ����i��n�g � Si�Rnfp j p � ���� 
��i��n�g � � fpU���� dJ�P�� P��g
We show that Dn��

� � Dn��
� � �
 If two cases are symmetric only one is presented


Dn
� � Dn

� � � fiHg
Dn

� �
S
i�Dn

�
fp j�p � ��� ���i��n�g � � fpU ��� �� dJ�P� � P�� P �g

Dn
� �

S
i�Rn�

fp j p � 
�i��n�g � � fpU�
�� dJ�P�� P�� P �gS
i�Dn

�
fp j�p � ��� 
��i��n�g � Si�Dn

�
fp j�p � ��� ���i��n�g � �

fdJ�P�� P�� P �� pU��� iHgS
i�Dn

�
fp j�p � ��� 
��i��n�g � Si�Rn�

fp j p � 
�i��n�g � � fpU�
�� dJ�P�� P �gS
i�Rn�

fp j p � ����i��n�g � Si�Rn�
fp j p � 
�i��n�g � � fdJ�P�� P��g

We show that Dn��
� � Rn�� � �
 The proof that Dn��

� � Rn�� � � is symmetric and
therefore left out


��



Dn
� � Rn � � fiHg

Dn
� �

S
i�Dnfp j p � ��i��n�g � � fpU���� dJ�P�� P�� P �g

Dn
� �

S
i�Rnfp j�p � ���� 
��i��n�g � � fpU���
�� dJ�P� � P�� P �gS

i�Dn
�
fp j�p � ��� 
��i��n�g � Rn � � fpU�
� ��� dJ�P�� P�� P �gS

i�Dn
�
fp j�p � ��� 
��i��n�g � Si�Dnfp j p � ��i��n�g � � fpU���� dJ�P�� P �gS

i�Dn
�
fp j�p � ��� 
��i��n�g � Si�Rnfp j�p � ���� 
��i��n�g � �

fdJ�P�� P�� P �� pU�
�� iHgS
i�Rn

�
fp j p � ����i��n�g � Rn � � fpU���� dJ�P�� P�� P �gS

i�Rn�
fp j p � ����i��n�g � Si�Dnfp j p � ��i��n�g � � fdJ�P�� P gS

i�Rn�
fp j p � ����i��n�g � Si�Rnfp j�p � ���� 
��i��n�g � � fpU���� dJ�P�� P��gg

�

��



Chapter �

Communication Central

As an example we specify a communication central �see Figure �
��
 Its task is to build up
connections between station� and station�
 The initial !wires" are a� and a�
 Station� can
send ports to be connected �both read and write� along a�� and station� can send ports to
be connected �both read and write� along a�


1 station 2station

2aa1

central

?m’

!n’

!m

?n
mn n’m’

Figure �
�	 Communication central

Let �n be the j�th read port sent along a� by station�
 The central is allowed to read from
n as soon as this port is received
 Moreover� let  n� be the j�th write port sent along a� by
station�
 The central is allowed to write on n� as soon as this port is received
 The central
!connects" these two channels by forwarding each message it receives on the channel n
along the channel n�
 Symmetrically� if �m� is the k�th read port sent along a� by station�
and  m is the k�th write port sent along a� by station�� the messages received on m� are
forwarded along m


In order to specify this component� let us introduce three basic operators
 The �rst one
is the �lter operator	 for any set of messages M and stream of messages s� M c�s denotes
the stream we get by removing any message in s not contained in M 
 The second one is
the length operator	 for any stream s� #s yields its length
 This means that #s � � if
s is in�nite
 Finally� we need a time abstraction operator	 for any named communication
history �� � denotes the result of removing all time information in �
 For any i� this
is achieved by concatenating all the �nite streams in ��i� into one stream
 Thus each

��



communication history consisting of in�nitely many �nite streams of messages is replaced
by the result of concatenating its �nite streams into one stream of messages
 As a result
the timing information is abstracted away


Central � ��N
u� �P ��

fa��a�g��
� �N

u� �P ��� � Bool

Central�f�
def
� �� 	 f��� � � where

��n� n�� � acon 	 ��n�� � ��n� �� the forwarding mechanism

acon � con�a�� a�� � con�a�� a�� �� the set of all connections
con�a� b� � f�n� n�� j � � the set of connections from !a to b"
�k � ����minf#rr�a��#wr�b�g� 	
rr�a��k� ��n 	 wr�b��k� � n�g

rr�a� � �N c���a� �� the set of read ports from a

wr�b� �  N c���b� �� the set of write ports from b

Note that this speci�cation does not say anything about the timing of the output
 It may
be argued that the same behavior could have been obtained in a static network� where
an in�nite number of channels connect the stations with the central
 However� in that
case both the central and the stations would be allowed to observe anything that is sent
along the channels
 This should be contrasted with our model� where the components
are allowed to observe only the channels they have received or created themselves
 In our
opinion� it is exactly this privacy that� not only captures the essence of mobility� but also
simpli�es the conceptual reasoning about mobile recon�guration
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Chapter �

Full Abstractness

Syntactically� a data�ow network is either a basic component or the pointtopoint com
position of two networks
 The context free syntax is given by the following productions	

net 		� x j net � net

Network terms de�ned in this way are also called rough terms� because they do not contain
any information about their syntactic interface i
e
 information about their input and
output channels
 By adding interface �or type� information we de�ne the context sensitive
syntax for networks as a typing system
 As axioms we have typing declarations of the
form	

x 		 �N
u� �P

�
��

I�O
� �N

u� �P ���


We have only one typing rule	

x� 		 �N
u� �P�

�
��

I��O�
� �N

u� �P �
� ��

x� 		 �N
u� �P�

�
��

I��O�
� �N

u� �P �
� ��

x� � x� 		 �N
u� �P

�
��

I�O
� �N

u� �P ���
f I� � I� � O� �O� � P� � P� � �

where I � �I� n O�� � �I� n O��� O � �O� n I�� � �O� n I�� and P � P� � P�
 It states
that we can compose two networks if their input and output channels are disjoint
 The
composition operator hides the channels connecting the output of one network with the
input of the other one


A context C��� 		 �N
u� �P

�
��

I�O
� �N

u� �P ��� is a network with exactly one hole of type

�N
u� �P

�
��

I�O
� �N

u� �P ���
 A network of this type is allowed to be substituted for the
hole


The denotational semantics of a network expression is de�ned as follows

D�n� � �N
u� �P

�
��

I�O
� �N

u� �P ��� if n 		 �N
u� �P

�
��

I�O
� �N

u� �P ���
D�n�m� � D�n��D�m�

We de�ne the observation semantics of a network as the input output behavior of its
semantic denotation as follows	

O�n� � f�x� y� j �f � D�n� 	 y � f�x�g

��



Now� we de�ne full abstraction as in �Jon���


Denition �� Full abstraction The model D is said to be fully abstract with respect to

O if for all networks n�m 		 �N
u� �P

�
��

I�O
� �N

u� �P ���

��� D�n� � D�m� � O�n� � O�n� fD is more distinguishingg
��� �C��� 	 D�n� � D�m� � D�C�n�� � D�C�m�� fD is compositionalg
��� D�n� �� D�m� � �C��� 	 O�C�n�� �� O�C�m��

�

Theorem �� Our denotational semantics D is fully abstract with respect to O�

Proof� Property ��� follows from the de�nition of O
 Property ��� follows straightfor
wardly from the de�nition of D
 To prove ��� suppose that D�n� �� D�m�
 This means�
there is an f which is contained in the �rst set but not in the second
 Since D�m� is closed
there is a � such that �g � D�m� 	 f��� �� g���
 Otherwise� closeness would require that
f is also in D�m�
 As a consequence ��� f���� �� O�m�
 Hence O�n� �� O�m� �

Note that the full abstractness property is lost if the components are not required to be
closed


��



Chapter �

Discussion

We have had several sources of inspiration
 First of all� the semantic model for static
networks is inspired by �Par���� �Kok���� �Bro���
 Park models components by sets of
functions in the same way as we do
 However� he models time with time ticks

p
and his

functions are de�ned also for �nite streams
 Moreover� in�nite streams are not required to
have in�nitely many ticks
 Kok models nondeterministic components by functions map
ping communication histories to sets of communication histories
 We use instead a closed
set of strongly pulsedriven functions
 This allows us to model unbounded nondeterminism
without having to introduce a more complex metric
 �Bro��� employs sets of functions as
we do� but these functions work on untimed �nite and in�nite streams
 This makes the
model more abstract but at the same time more complex with respect to its theoretical
basis
 The formulation of pulsedrivenness has been taken from �Bro��a�� and the use of
named communication histories is based on �BD���
 The use of closed sets of functions to
model data�ow components is not new � see for example �Rus���


Our ideas on mobility have also had several sources
 �Bro��b� and �Gro��� give an equa
tional characterization of dynamic recon�guration
 �Gro��� also presents a semantic model
for mobile� deterministic networks
 However� that model is higherorder and mobility is
achieved by communicating channels and functions instead of ports


The idea of communicating names �ports� was inspired by �MPW��a� MPW��b�
 The
action structures �Mil��� are also related to our model
 The idea of associating an access
right with each channel in order to control interference was taken from �SKL���
 Our
semantic conditions which assure pointtopoint communication were also inspired by the
syntactic conditions given in that paper
 The semantic model of �SRP��� has also many
similarities to our model
 However� the intentions are complementary
 �SRP��� aims at
generality
 We� on the other hand� have developed a particular model based on traditional
stream processing functions
 In �SRP��� inconsistencies can only be avoided by syntactic
constraints
 In our model� inconsistencies can easily be avoided at the semantic level
without additional syntactic constraints


There are many directions for future research
 We believe that this work represents a �rst
step towards a compositional development method for mobile systems in the tradition of
Focus �BDD����
 We also intend to extend our model to handle manytomany composi
tion� recursive �in�nite� networks and parameterized components
 Since these issues are

��



well understood in the case of the static networks� we do not expect these extensions to
be very di$cult
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Appendix A

Metric Space Basics

The fundamental concept in metric spaces is the concept of distance


Denition �� �Metric Space� A metric space is a pair �D� d� consisting of a nonempty

set D and a mapping d � D�D � R� called a metric or distance� which has the following

properties�

��� �x� y � D 	 d�x� y� � � � x � y
��� �x� y � D 	 d�x� y� � d�y� x�
��� �x� y� z � D 	 d�x� y� 
 d�x� z� � d�z� y�

�

A very simple example of a metric is the discrete metric


Denition �	 �The discrete metric� The discrete metric �D� d� over a set D is de�ned
as follows�

d�x� y� �

�
� if x � y
� if x �� y

�

Measuring the distance between the elements of a sequence �xi�i�N in D we obtain the
familiar de�nitions for convergence and limits


Denition �
 �Convergence and limits� Let �D� d� be a metric space and let �xi�i�N
be a sequence in D�

��� We say that �xi�i�N is a Cauchy sequence whenever we have�

�� � � 	 �N � N 	 �n�m � N 	 d�xn� xm� 	 ��

��� We say that �xi�i�N converges to x � D denoted by x � limn��xi and call x the limit
of �xi�i�N whenever we have�

�� � � 	 �N � N 	 �n � N 	 d�xn� x� 	 ��

��� The metric space �D� d� is called complete whenever each Cauchy sequence converges

to an element of D�

��



�

Theorem �	 The discrete metric is complete�
Proof� Each Cauchy sequence is constant from a given N 
 �

A very important class of functions over metric spaces is the class of Lipschitz functions


Denition �� �Lipschitz functions� Let �D�� d�� and �D�� d�� be metric spaces and let

f � D� � D� be a function� We call f Lipschitz function with constant c if there is a

constant c � � such that the following condition is satis�ed�

d�f�x�� f�y�� 
 c  d�x� y�

For a function f with arity n the above condition generalizes to�

d�f�x�� � � � � xn�� f�y�� � � � � yn�� 
 c maxfd�xi� yi� j i � ����n�g
If c � � we call f nonexpansive
 If c 	 � we call f contractive
 �

Theorem �
 The composition of two Lipschitz functions f � D� � D� and g � D� � D�

is a Lipschitz function with constant c�  c��
Proof� d�g�f�x���� g�f�x��� 
 c�  d�f�x��� f�x��� 
 c�  c�  d�x�� x�� �

Lemma � The composition of a contractive and a non�expansive function is contrac�

tive� The composition of two non�expansive functions is non�expansive� Identity is non�

expansive� �

The main tool for handling recursion in metric spaces is the Banach�s �xed point theorem

It guarantees the existence of a unique �xed point for every contractive function


Theorem �� �Banach�s xed point theorem� Let �D� d� be a complete metric space

and f � D � D a contractive function� Then there exists an x � D� such that the

following holds�

��� x � f�x� �x is a �xed point of f	

��� �y � D 	 y � f�y� � y � x �x is unique	

��� �z � D 	 x � limn��f
n�z� where

f ��z� � z
fn���z� � f�fn�z��

Proof� See �Eng��� or �Sut���
 �

Usually we want to use a parameterized version of this theorem


Denition �� �Parameterized xed point� Let f � D � D� � � � � � Dn � D be a

function of non�empty complete metric spaces that is contractive in its �rst argument� We

de�ne the parameterized �xed point function �f as follows�

��f� � D� � � � ��Dn � D
��f��y�� � � � � yn� � x

where x is the unique element of D such that x � f�x� y�� � � � � yn� as guaranteed by Ba�

nach
s �xed point theorem� �

Theorem �� If f is contractive �non�expansive	 so is �f �
Proof� See for example �MPS��� pages �������
 �
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Appendix B

Streams and Named Stream

Tuples

A stream is a �nite or in�nite sequence of elements
 For any set of elements E� we use
E� to denote the set of all �nite streams over E� and �E� to denote the set of all in�nite
streams over E
 For any in�nite stream s� we use s�j to denote the pre�x of s containing
exactly j elements
 We use � to denote the empty stream


We de�ne the metric of streams generically with respect to an arbitrary discrete metric
�E� ��


Denition �� �The metric of streams� The metric of streams ��E�� d� over a discrete

metric �E� �� is de�ned as follows�

�E� �
Q

i�NE

d�s� t� � inff��j j s�j � t�jg
�

This metric is also known as the Baire metric �Eng���


Theorem �� The metric space of streams ��E�� d� is complete�

Proof� See for example �Eng���
 �

A named stream tuple is a mapping � � �I � �E�� from a set of names to in�nite streams

� is overloaded to named stream tuples in a pointwise style� i
e
 ��j denotes the result of
applying �j to each component of �


Denition �� �The metric of named stream tuples� The metric of named stream
tuples �I � �E�� d� with names in I and elements in �E� �� is de�ned as follows�

I � �E� is the set of functions from the countable set I to the metric �E��

d�s� t� � inff��j j s�j � t�jg
�

Theorem �� The metric space of named stream tuples �I � �E�� d� is complete�

Proof� This metric is equivalent to the Cartesian product metric
Q

i�I �E� which is
complete because �E� is �Eng���
 �
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